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K sonpocy o pacnaAe '1 ~ rr0 yy 
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aa pe3KO OTflHIJ:BlOTCSI OT nonyqeHHbiX B HaCTOSIWee BpeMSI 3KCIIepHMeHT8flb

HhiX ll8HHbiX. 
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Ebert D., Volkov M, K. E2 - 12255 
On the Problem of the '1 ~ 77°yy Decay 

We find that in the quantum chiral theory the decay '1 ~ rr0 yy 
is closer related to the process '1 ~,+,-,a by adding a meson 
loop than to the process '1 ~ yy going via a baryon loop. The 
theoretical estimates are in sharp disagreement Nith the present 
experimental data, 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics; JINR; 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The theoretical explanation of the decay 
~~rr0w is considerably more difficult than 
the explanation of many other decays of the 
pseudoscalar SU 3 -meson octet. Not accidentally, 
the number of papers dealing with this decay is 
therefore rather small compared with investiga
tions of other meson decays. This is a direct 
result of the fact that the most popular and 
effective methods of low-energy physics as cur
rent algebra, different kinds of chiral models, 
and vector dominance models work badly in this 
case or lead to sharply lowered values of the 
decay probability 111. 

In this note we analyze once more the decay 
~ ~ rr0 yy in the framework of the nonlinear 
quantum chiral field theory. This theory has 
been applied successfully to the description 
of numerous low-energy processes and properties 
of mesons 121. As can be seen from fig. 1 it 
explains with a satisfactory accuracy all the 
main decay modes of the pseudoscalar meson 
octet. It locks therefore rather strange that 
as we shall see there is the single decay 
~ ~ rr0 w *, where the prediction of this theory 

*A similar disagreement could occur 
for the decay KL -> rr0 yy. 
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diverges by three orders of magnitude from expe
riment. In view of this discrepancy it seems to 
us to be worthwile to reinspect both the theore
tical estimates and the present experimental 
data~/. 

In this .note we intend to clarify the question 
which of the following two processes one should 
connect the decay ~-+rr0yy with, either: with the 
decay ~~yy by adding a strong (pion) vertex,or 
with the decay ~->rr 0 rr+rr-, where charged pions 
subsequently annihilate each other and emit a 
photon pair2 In the first case one would expect 
the ~ -. TT

0
YY decay rate to be by one order of 

magnitude smaller than the ~..., n rate in agree
ment with the present experimental data. In the 
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second case the ~~rr0n rate should be smaller 
by a factor of a 2 than the rate of the decay 
~~rr0 rr+rr-, i.e., it is expected to have an order 
of magnitude of 10-2 eV instead of the value 
26 eV quoted in ref.~/. Our analysis shows that 
in the chiral quantum field theory the second 
possibility is realized, i.e., the decay rate 
of the process ~ ~ rr0 yy gets its nonvanishing 
contributions only from meson loops but not from 
baryon loops. 

As is shown in the following section, the 
insertion of an additional pion vertex in the 
triangle baryon loop diagram describing the 
process ~~yy leads to a complete cancellation 
of all baryon loops. The only nonvanishing con
tributions arise from the meson loops which are 
investigated in the third section and yield 
a decay rate in agreement with the above rough 
estimate ( 1· 10-2 eV). A short discussion of the 
obtained results is contained in the conclusions. 

2. BARYON LOOPS 

The Lagrangian of the strong meson-baryon 
interactions appearing in the process ~-. TT

0
YY 

is given by (see, e.g. ref. 121 )* 

(1) 0- ;;- -- - + + -- -l' = igrr [py
5

p+(2a-1)=. y
5

=. + 3:1-a)(~ y 5 ~ - ~ y5 ~ )] + 

g - -- - -+ + -- -
+ i -=~[(3- 4a)py

5 
p-(3- 2a)2 y

5
2 + 2 a(~ y 

5 
~ + ~ y 5~ )) + 

y3 
( 1 ) 

2 g - -- - - + + -- -
+ ----rr0 ~[(3-4a)pp + (3-8a+4a~2 2 +4a(1-a)(~ ~ -~ ~ )), 

y3M 

*The Lagrangian (1) may furth2r contain terms 
quadratic in the meson fields with derivative 
couplings. As the corresponding triangle baryon 
loops vanish by the Furry theorem these terms 
of the Lagrangian are here omitted. 
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where g is the coupling constant of the strong 
interactions, g2/4""' 14.7, and a"'2/3 is the 
usual SU 3-mixing parameter of the F- and D
couplings. The above Lagrangian leads to three 
types of diagrams represented in fig. 2. In the 

r ~r r 4.( 

7(0 --I 

~ 
6 6 

11:• ~~0 _.., -· 
f 

a b c 

Fig. 2 

following we shall prove that the triangle diag
rams cancel the contributions of the box diag
rams. 

As the momenta of all particles participating 
in the process 17-> 77°YY are small in comparision 
with the baryon masses the integration over the 
loop momenta is performed by neglecting all but 
quadratic dependences on the external momenta. 
For the triangle diagrams we then obtained the 
contribution 

2 2 
T (1)_.~_::~+2a_(477e~) 11 v[ 11v _ v 11J 

- 1 -- M clc2 g q1q2 q1q2 .. 
3y'3-

( 2) 

Here q 1,q 2 , £~ and f~ are the momenta and 
polarization fou~vectors of the two emitted 
photons, M is an averaged mass of the baryon 
octet and e the electric charge (e 2/477=a = 1/137). 
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The box diagrams of figs. 2b, c, yield the 
following expression 

(2) . 3 - 6a + 2a
2 

477eg 2 
11 v 11v _ v 11 + 

T =- 1-----=--(---) fl c2[g q 1q2 q1q 2 
6y'3 M 

(m 2+m 2) 2 
11 v v 11 77 1'/ 11v . 3M 11v ] 

+ 2 (p1p2 + p1p 2)- -----g + 1-2g (R(p~ + R(p2))' 
2 77 (3) 

(3) . 3- 6a + 2a
2 

477eg 2 11v v 11 
T = -1---=--(---) [g q 1q2 - q1 q 2 -

6y'3 M 

11 v v 11 
- 2(PlP2 + p1p 2)+ 

(m! +m~) "V . 3M
2 

11V(R(p) + R(p
2

))], ., g... - 1--- g 1 --- 2 
2 77 

(4) 

where p 1 and p 2 are the momenta of the 17 meson 
and pion, respectively, and R~) denotes the 
logarithmically divergent integral 

R(p) = 
ct\ 

( 5) 
2 2 2 2 

(M - k )(M - (k- p) ) 

It can now easily be seen that the baryon diag
rams shown in fig. 2 cancel each other so that 
the baryon loop contribution to the amplitude is 
zero. 

To get an impression of the order of magnitu
de of the baryon loops, let us suppose that 
there would be no cancellations. From the trian
gle diagrams which yield the maximum contribu
tion we obtaine the estimate 

(~) 3 2 2 2 m77g 4 b f2----, 2 
f' =--rna (3-6a+2a) (--) (dxvx -l(b-x) "'O.Q5eV, 

477 1'/ 377M 1 

(6) 
2 2 m 77 + m 17 where b = -----. From this it follows that even 

2m77m77 

if there were no cancellation of baryon loops, 
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the disagreement with the experimental data 
would nevertheless amount to two orders of 
magnitude. 

Concluding this section we show that an analo
gous cancellation mechanism works for the singlet 
part of the ~ meson. To see this, it is suf
ficient to quote the Lagrangian describing the 
interaction of the ~ meson with the charged 
baryons 

(2) - -+ + -- - - - -£ = ig'~0 [py5 p +I y5 I +I y
5

I + E y
5

E J + 

+ ~, 77°~0[pp+(2a-1)E-E- + 2(1-a)(i+I+-i-I)]. 
( 7) 

Comparing the Lagrangian (7) and (1) we see that 
the relations between the weight factors of the 
triangle and box diagrams are analogous to those 
of the octet part of the ~ meson. This way, 
~0-~8 mixing does not influence our conclusion 
about the cancellation of the baryon loop contri-
butions. The decay ~-+77°YY is therefore not 
connected with the decay ~-+y~ 

3. PION LOOPS 

There is the alternative possibility to relate 
the process ~->77°yy to the process ~-+77°77+77-

via a meson loop. In the framework of the chiral 
theory considered here this is the unique pos
sibility to get a nonvanishing decay rate for 
the process ~-+77°yy. 

It is worth mentioning that in the case of 
low-energy pion-pion interactions (excluding 
baryon loops) the quantum chiral theory admits 
a perturbative expansion in powers of two 
small expansion parameters 

m 
(- 77 2 

477F ) = 0.01 
q2 

and [ ] « 1, 
( 47TF)2 

where q 2 is the s~uared energy-momentum of the 
interacting mesons which is always essentially 
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} 

\J 
l 

smaller than (477F) 2 "' 1.4 Gev 2. Thus, the 
lowest order contributions provide us certainly 
with the main information on the process under 
consideration. 

Let us now quote those parts of the Lagran
gian which are necessary for the description 
of the process ~-+77°YY via meson loops*. The 

electromagnetic interaction of the pions is des
cribed by the expression 

"'(A) 2. 2 + -. . . + - - +.. 
oL = e .All 17 77 . + IeA/l" (77 all" - 77 all" } .• (8) 

The four-pion part of the chiral invariant Lagran
gian reads 

(77) 1 ... -+ 2 -.2 -+ 2 
~ = ---- :[("a ") - " <a ") J: 

1 6F 2 ll ll 
(9) 

Finally, the relevant part ot the symmetry-break
ing term has the form~/ 

() m2 _. 2 2 2 
"' " " " m" -+2 2 m" _.2 2 
oL 2 = -·::::.: 77P~(1- --J: + ----:77 ~ : + -----: (77 ) : 

y3 6F 12F 2 24F 2 ( 10) 

Here F is the decay constant of the "±-meson 
( F = 95 MeV). For the following it is convenient 
to divide the meson fields in eqs. (9), (10) into 
neutral "exteiftalu ~0 ) and charged "internal" 
fields (cf>,cf>*). This yields 

- ( ) 
£ 

77 
=-1--:["oa "oa (cf>*cf>)-" 02 a cf>*a cf>-cf>*cf>(a 77°) 2]:, 

1 3F 2 ll ll ll ll ll 
( 9 I ) 

*The mass terms which are added to the 
chiral invariant part of the meson Lagrangian 
and break the group SU(3) x SU( 3) and SU(2) x SU(2) 
play here an important role, As they led in the 
case of the decay ~-> 77°77 +"- to an enlarged decay 
rate, we would expect that our estimate for the 
process ~->77°yy should be enlarged, too. We choose 
the scheme of symmetry breaking given in ref.~~ 
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-()m2 * m2 m2 
£ 2TT = --=.~- :rro77 ( 1- _c{>__:i!_): + --~-- :772¢ *¢: + __ !l"_:rr o2 ¢ *¢: 

y3 3F 2 6F2 6F 2 (10') 

The most essential contributions to the decay 
rate of 11~~w arise from the loop diagrams 

~ 

y 
I \ 
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a 
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b 

Fig. 3 

shown in figs. 3-5*. f'he first sort of diagrams 
is related to the transition 17 -.rr0

, where rr0 

then goes over into rr+, rr and rr 0 with the 
subsequent annihilation of the charged pions 
into two photons (cf. fig. 3a, b) .The correspon
ding amplitude is given by 

( !L v 
T(1)_ 1(2 

1T -- ---

3y3 

2 2 I 2) 
2m e 2 (3q1q2-mrr- m_r_r __ J (q1,q2)' ( 11) (----"-) -----;;---2- /lV 

F m -m 
11 1T 

*There exist additional diagrams with kaon 
loops. As these contributions are small in 
comparision with the pion loops, they have been 
omitted. 

Note that the Lagrangians (10), (1o') contain 
a mixing term rr0 77 which after diagonalizing the 

mass matrix leads to a small shift in the 

masses of the ~ and 11 mesons. As the angle of 
the rr0

17 mixing is, however, small, we neglect 
these mass shifts here and work with the nondia
gonalized expressions. The loop expressions 
obtained from a diagonalized Lagrangian are quoted 
in the Appendix. 
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l 
I 
I 

where 

4 ' 
J ( ) - d k 4k!L k v 

/LV q 1'q 2 - r ---------------[g /lV + ----] = 

[m;-(k+q/1£m; -(k- qll m;-k2 

( 1 2) 

. 2 (gllv q 1q 2 - q~ q~) 2m; 2m; -'h 2 
= Irr ------------1----[arctg(--- 1) ] -1!. 

q1q2 q1q2 q1q2 

In calculating T ; 1) we have omitted gauge-nonin
variant terms of the form 

d\ /lV 4k Ilk V r --------[g + --------L 
(k 2-rrh m 2 -(k+q1)2 

d\ !LV 4k/lk V r -----[g + ---------].( 13 l 
2 ~ 2 2 (k -m J m - (k-q2) 

The second sort of pion loop diagrams is rela
ted to the direct transition of the 11 meson 
into 3 pions (cf. eqs. (10), (10') and fig. 4a,bl 

v 
I \ 
11(! J 

7 \ I 1lo 
~·-~~- ......... 

a 

t_ ___ _J 
\ I 
\ -rrtl 
\" I 

7 ' 1 1r 
-·-·~_,.:::./. _____ _ 

b 

Fig. 4 

They yield the following contribution 

T (2) ~1c ~ 2m e 2 
=------( 1T) 1 TT 3y3 ,_ -F-- 2J !LV (q 1' q2). ( 14) 

Finally, there is a third type of loop diagrams 
which is related to the process 11~"+"~ and 
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0 
TJ->1T (cf. fig. Sa, b). The respective contri-
but ion is 

X 
I +I 

"7 t/l- J 1 lZO 
-·--~-)(--

a 

t ___ J 
\ I 

I \ rr:t I 

~ \ / ~ Tl. -. ___ \L...--4(--

Fig. 5 
2 

b 

T(3)-
1T -

11 v 2m e 2 IDrr ( q ) c~(~---~) _____ ~ ----J 
11

v q 1' z· 
-- 2 2 ) 
3v3 F 2(m

71
- m 

77 

( 15) 

From eqs. (11), (14), (15) we obtain the following 
total expression for the amplitude of the decay 

TJ -+ rroyy. 

2 2 
fllf v 2m e 2 (q q - --m ) 

T o =- _ _!__g_ (-~-) --~-_:L___E_ J (q ,q '· ( 16) 
TJ -+ rr yy . i3 F ( m 2 _ m 2) tLV 1 2' 

v TJ 1T 

The total decay rate of the decay TJ _. rr
0 yy obta-

ined from eq. (16) reads 
!!. 1 2 (---=--) 

2 ~----------, 
m 

17 
m

77 
4 a 2 1 2 !!.+ 1 2 !l-1 2 . r 0 = ----(--) (-----) r dy(v---) [(--) -y][(--)-y]f(y), 

TJ->1T YY 3rr!l rr F 2!!.(!!. 2 _ 1) 0 • 6 2 2 
(17) 

where !!. = m;m 
17 

and the function f(y) 
by (cf. eq. (12)) 

is given 

2J~- 2 
arctg ~~-- _ 

1
1 

[----y (y "S. 1) 

f(y)= 

-1 2 2 2 2 
(16y) [(ln Z+4y-rr ) +(2rrlnz)} (Y.2:1) 

( 18) 

,;y + vY - 1 
z = ---------

VY - vY..::-1 
12 

f 
t 

The numerical estimate of the integral appearing 
in eq. (17) yields -,.16. Inserting this number 
and the values of the remaining parameters into 
eq. ( 17) we obtain the following value of the 
rate of the decay TJ-+ rr0 yy 

r TJ -+ rr0 yy 1 · 10-2 eV. ( 1 9) 

The value (19) differs by three orders of magni
tude from the experimental data quoted in the 
Rosenfeld table 131. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

As has already been found in previous works n; 
the theoretical estimates for the decay rate 
of the process TJ-+ rr0 yy sharply disagree with the 
experimental data if one assumes that this 
process goes as the decay TJ-+YY via baryon loops, 
In particular, our investigations show that in 
the framework of the quantum chiral field theory 
all baryon loop diagrams cancel each other 
completely. Thus, the process TJ--> rr0 yy should be 
related to the decay TJ-+3rr rather than to the 
decay TJ--> 2y. As we have shown, there arises a 
nonvanishing contribution to the decay TJ-+rr 0 yy 
from the meson loops which is, however, also too 
small for explaining the present experimental 
data. 

It can easily be understood that we cannot 
expect to get large contributions from meson 
loops because the process TJ-+ rr0 rr+rr- -+ rr 0 yy is 
related to two small effects: 1) the relevant 
part of the Lagrangian arises from small terms 
breaking the chiral symmetry, 2) the above 
process is directly related to the Compton ef
fect on neutral mesons which is small because 
the polarization of neutral mesons is small~~ 

There remain the baryon ~oops. In order to 
obtain here finite contributions comparable 
with the present data, one should allow for 
large deviations from the chiral symmetry. This 
possibility seems, however, to be unjustified 
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in view of the successful description of a large 
number of other processes within this theory. 
Note also that in distinction to the decay 
Tf _, yy, there arise no anomalies in the process 
Tf~~yy because the relevant integrals are 
convergent. What can we conclude from all this? 
As the decay Tf _, 77°yy represents the only case 
among a large number of decays of the meson octet 
(cf. fig. 1) where a sharp disagreement of the 
predictions of the chiral theory with data is 
found, it seems to us to be useful to check once 
more the experimental situation. If one neverthe
less wants to believe in the data, there arises 
the question whether there exist other kinds 
of dominating decay mechanisms which may explain 

the decay Tf ~ 77°yy. 

APPENDIX 

In this appendix we shall diagonalize the 
Lagrangian (10') by introducing rotated 77° and 
Tf -fields 

77°= COSa77°' + sinaTf'• 

(A. 1) 

Tf = - sin 77°' + coSaTf '. 

If we choose a equal to 

-- 2 2 
y3 (m77+ - mTf) o ctg2a = --- ________ ,- 12.5, a "'- 2,3 

2 m!+ 

(A. 2) 

the 77°Tf term in (10') vanishes and the part of 
the Lagrangian which is relevant for the decay 
Tf-->17°17+77- takes the form 

Q _ Sin2a •[1( 0'a ' 'a 0')a (-+.*-+-)- O'Tf'a -+-*a -4._ 
.L ff - ---. -- 17 Tf + Tf 17 '!-' '!-' 17 11 '!-' 11 '!-' 

e 3F 2 2 11 11 ll 

(A. 3) 
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m2 
-a 77°'a Tf'cf>*cf>]:- CQS2a ( ---='"=-- ):77°'Tf'cf>*cf>: 

ll 11 3.J3F2 

Instead of the 3 types of diagrams shown in 
figs. 3-5 there remain only diagrams of the type 
4a, b which yield the contribution 

2m 2 

T -- 11 v (~-) 2 I cos 2a (---17 
-) -0 - £ ( -

Tf _, 77 YY 1 2 F 3..)3 

m2 
- sin2a(2q1q2 -m; --f-)1JI1v (q1,t;2). 

(A,4) 

Let us rewrite this amplitude as 

11 v em17 
2 q 1 q 2 

T o =- f f (--) Ia-- + b IJ (q ,q ) 
Tf ~ 77 yy 1 2 F m 2 IJ.V 1 2 

17 

(A. 5) 

and compare its coefficients a and b with the 
analogous coefficients obtained from eqs. (16). 
We have 

2 
4 m17 

( 16) a=--=-----= 0.15; 
..)3 m 2 -m 2 

Tf 17 

b=---sm; 
3y3(m2-~2) =-0.1; 

Tf 7T 

(A,4)a=-2sin2a=O.lS; b=-2cos2a m~+3m;. -- + ----- sm 2a 
3..)3 3m2 

-0.1. 
17 

(A.6) 

The amplitude (A,5) leads therefore to the same 
decay rate for the process Tf~77YY as the ampli
tude calculated from the nondiagonalized Lagran
gian. 
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